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The wormlike chain model describes the micromechanics of semiflexible polymers by introducing
the persistence length. We propose a method of measuring the persistence length of DNA in a
controllable near-native environment. Using a dark field microscope, the projected positions of a
gold nanoparticle undergoing constrained Brownian motion are captured. The nanoparticle is
tethered to a substrate using a single double stranded DNA �dsDNA� molecule and immersed in
buffer. No force is exerted on the DNA. We carried out Monte Carlo simulations of the experiment,
which give insight into the micromechanics of the DNA and can be used to interpret the motion of
the nanoparticle. Our simulations and experiments demonstrate that, unlike other similar
experiments, the use of nanometer instead of micrometer sized particles causes particle-substrate
and particle-DNA interactions to be of negligible effect on the position distribution of the particle.
We also show that the persistence length of the tethering DNA can be estimated with a statistical
error of 2 nm, by comparing the statistics of the projected position distribution of the nanoparticle
to the Monte Carlo simulations. The persistence lengths of 45 single molecules of four different
lengths of dsDNA were measured under the same environmental conditions at high salt
concentration. The persistence lengths we found had a mean value of 35 nm �standard error of
2.8 nm�, which compares well to previously found values using similar salt concentrations. Our
method can be used to directly study the effect of the environmental conditions �e.g., buffer and
temperature� on the persistence length. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3142699�

I. INTRODUCTION

Research into the properties of polymers such as double
stranded DNA �dsDNA� has made a transition from bulk
experiments to single-molecule experiments. Bulk experi-
ments provide results averaged over the population, while
single-molecule methods provide a clearer understanding of
the mechanics of individual molecules. The micromechanics
of dsDNA can be described by several models, the best
known of which is the wormlike chain �WLC� model1 for
semiflexible polymers. It describes dsDNA especially well if
the forces exerted on the DNA are small ��10 pN�.2

The WLC model describes the conformations of the
polymer as a curve with a certain correlation length in the
direction along the contour. This correlation length is called
the persistence length of the polymer and is the basis of the
entropic elasticity of semiflexible polymers. Many single-
molecule experiments have been carried out to determine the
persistence length of dsDNA. Optical3,4 or magnetic
tweezers5–7 have been used to apply a force to the DNA and
obtain a force-extension curve. Fitting the WLC model to
such a curve provides the persistence length of the dsDNA.8

Other well-known methods include depositing the DNA onto
a substrate and imaging its shape using either atomic force

microscopy9–11 �AFM� or electron microscopy �EM�.12,13 In
the images collected using AFM or EM, the contours of the
DNA are traced from which the persistence length can be
determined.

In this article, we describe a method for measuring the
persistence length of dsDNA in a controllable environment.
No force is exerted on the dsDNA and the molecules are not
confined to a two-dimensional �2D� surface, therefore they
can adopt more natural three-dimensional �3D� conforma-
tions. We use tethered particle motion �TPM�, where a small
reporter particle is tethered to a substrate using a single ds-
DNA molecule. The particle-molecule system is allowed to
exhibit �confined� Brownian motion. The particle’s motion is
influenced by the �micro-� mechanical properties of the teth-
ering molecule and the environmental conditions �see Fig.
1�. By following the motion of the particle, properties of the
tether can be deduced. Using TPM the influence of different
buffers and temperatures on the mechanical properties of ds-
DNA can be examined without applying any external forces
on the DNA.

TPM has been used for a number of applications, includ-
ing studying DNA-protein interactions,14,15 DNA and RNA
transcription,16,17 looping and supercoiling of DNA,18–20 and
the determination of mechanical properties of
DNA/RNA.21–23 In these cases �except Ref. 21� the reporter
particle is a micrometer-sized polystyrene particle. The largea�Electronic mail: s.brinkers@tudelft.nl.
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size of the reporter particle compared to the DNA �lengths on
the order of 100–2000 nm are generally used� causes the
position distribution of the reporter particle to differ from the
Gaussian distribution that is characteristic of Brownian mo-
tion. According to Segall et al.24 this is to be attributed to a
volume exclusion effect due to steric hindrance of the par-
ticle near the substrate.

In contrast to the above mentioned methods, we use
nanometer-sized gold particles �diameter of 80 nm�. In our
case the dimensions of the particle are small enough such
that volume exclusion effects caused by the particle’s prox-
imity to the substrate do not influence the motion.

These highly scattering gold nanoparticles25 are made
visible using an �objective-type� dark field microscope and
imaged using a charge coupled device �CCD� camera. This
combination �dark field TPM� produces images with high
contrast and high signal-to-noise ratio, using a relatively
simple setup.21 The persistence length of the tethering ds-
DNA can be determined by statistically comparing the posi-
tion distribution of the nanoparticle to computer simulations
of the experiment where the dsDNA is modeled by the
wormlike chain model.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Wormlike chain model

In the WLC model,1 semiflexible polymers are described
by their bending rigidity. On short length scales it takes con-
siderable energy to bend the polymers, while on longer
length scales the molecule can be bent and curved much
more easily. The characteristic bending length scale is called
the persistence length. The persistence length �P� is math-
ematically defined as the decay length of tangent-tangent
correlations of the polymer:

�t��s� · t��s��� = e−�s−s��/P. �1�

Here t��s� and t��s�� are tangents to the polymer at two points
a distance �s−s�� apart on the contour of the polymer �see
Fig. 2�. The energy needed to bend a semiflexible polymer
over an angle � over a length l depends on the temperature T
and the persistence length P of the polymer:

EWLC =
kBTP

2l
�2. �2�

Thermal fluctuations give rise to an entropic elasticity with
an effective spring constant given in Eq. �3� for a dsDNA
molecule of contour length L �approximation for small
forces�:26

kWLC =
3kBT

2PL
. �3�

The central moments of the end-to-end distance �R� distribu-
tion �see Eq. �4�� have been analytically determined.27 The
second central moment for 2D and 3D conformations is the
same, however the 2D persistence length is twice the 3D
persistence length:

�R� = 0,

�R3D
2 � = 2P3DL − 2P3D

2 �1 − e−L/P3D� ,

�4�
�R2D

2 � = 2P2DL − 2P2D
2 �1 − e−L/P2D� ,

P2D = 2P3D.

Considerable effort has been made to analytically derive
the complete end-to-end distance distribution of WLCs.28–31

Since in TPM experiments the dsDNA molecule is attached
to a substrate at one end and the other end carries a reporter
particle, the influence of these factors has to be taken into
account. Although analytical approaches were used to deter-
mine the distribution for WLCs with constrained ends,29,30 as
of yet there is no simple analytical formula for the position
distribution of tethered particles. We therefore take a differ-
ent approach: We obtain the position distribution by sam-
pling a large number of possible dsDNA and particle confor-
mations using Monte Carlo simulations and determine the
simulated position distribution of the particle.

B. Volume exclusion effect

In our TPM experiments the observable is the �pro-
jected� motion of a particle attached to the free end of the
DNA. Directly fitting the WLC model to our observations
disregards the influence of interactions between the sub-
strate, DNA, and reporter particle. The influence of excluded
volume by particle-substrate interactions was analyzed in a
recent article by Segall et al.24 The particle-substrate interac-
tion is modeled as a hard-wall interaction, which limits the
conformations that the DNA can adopt and results in an ef-
fective stretching force on the DNA. Segall et al. define a
dimensionless number, the excursion number NR, as a func-
tion of the particle radius Rp and the contour length L and
persistence length P of the polymer chain:

buffer reporter particle

tether molecule

substrate

FIG. 1. Principle of tethered particle motion: A chain molecule is used to
tether a reporter particle to a substrate. The reporter particle exhibits Brown-
ian motion influenced by the mechanical properties of the tether.

θ (ls; P )

�ts

�ts�

ls

DNA

FIG. 2. �Color online� Bending a semiflexible polymer over an angle �
between two tangents �t1 and t2� a distance l over the contour apart.
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NR =
Rp

�PL/3
. �5�

For situations where the excursion number is larger than 1,
the volume exclusion effect is such that the DNA is effec-
tively stretched. The Brownian motion of the particle is said
to be “particle dominated.” At excursion numbers �1 the
motion is not significantly influenced by the particle and
therefore the motion is “molecule-dominated.” Segall et al.
go on to show the influence of the excursion number on the
central moments of a freely jointed chain �FJC�, which is a
more general model for flexible polymers. The end-to-end
distance distribution of a freely jointed chain is Gaussian
with a mean square end-to-end distance �R3D

2 �=2PL,32 equal
to the WLC model for polymers with a long contour length
�L� P�. The influence of the excursion number on the sec-
ond central moments of the end-to-end distance for freely
jointed chains is given in Eq. �6� �see Ref. 24, Eq. �10��:

�R�
2 � =

PL

3 	2 +
4NR

�� erf�NR�

 ,

�6�

�Rz
2� =

PL

3 	2 +
4NR

�� erf�NR�
+ NR

2
 .

Here �R�
2 � and �Rz

2� are the second central moments of the
projected radius and height of the position of the particle,
respectively. Adding the height and projected radius �which
can be done as they are independent of each other� gives the
following equation for the 3D mean square end-to-end dis-
tance:

�R3D
2 � =

PL

3 	4 +
8NR

�� erf�NR�
+ NR

2
 . �7�

In the limit of NR↘0 Eqs. �6� and �7� give the same results
as the FJC model without adaptations.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to determine
the position distribution of the particles in TPM experiments.
The WLC model was used to incorporate the mechanical
properties of the tethering dsDNA. Apart from simulations of
TPM experiments, we also simulated the end-to-end distance
distribution of free DNA molecules, as well as the position
distributions of the free end of DNA molecules attached to a
substrate at one end. The simulations were carried out in
MATLAB and included the influence of the physical properties
of the substrate and nanoparticle. Our implementation is
based on an article and �MATHEMATICA� code provided by
Nelson et al.22

For each conformation, the DNA molecule is built as a
chain of segments with length ls� P. Each segment has a
certain �bending� angle with respect to the previous segment,
which is randomly drawn from the statistical distribution of
the bend angle given in the WLC model. This distribution is
obtained from Boltzmann statistics of the energy needed for
a certain bending angle �Eq. �2��:11

Pr���ls,P� =� P

2�ls
e−P�2/2ls. �8�

In TPM experiments the DNA is attached to a substrate
using a freely pivoting connection and we simulate it as
such. The interactions of the DNA and nanoparticle with the
substrate are modeled as hard-wall interactions. This is
implemented in the simulations by taking the orientation of
the first segment confined to the upper half-space �z�0� and
discarding any configurations where the chain or nanopar-
ticle crosses the z=0 plane. The nanoparticle attached at the
free end of the DNA is freely pivoting around the end of the
DNA. For each DNA configuration, the orientation of the
nanoparticle is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution.
If the nanoparticle intersects with the DNA in any segment
or if it intersects with the substrate the conformation is dis-
carded.

The simulations are carried out for 81 different persis-
tence lengths from 10 to 90 nm in steps of 1 nm. For each
persistence length conformations are generated until a total
of 105 allowed conformations have been obtained. This is
done for each of the following three cases: �1� free mol-
ecules, �2� molecules attached to a substrate at one end, and
�3� molecules attached to a substrate at one end and a re-
porter particle bound at the other end, as in our TPM experi-
ments. Generating 105 allowed conformations for a 480 nm
long DNA molecule with a persistence length of 50 nm takes
approximately half an hour on a modern PC.

B. TPM experiments

TPM experiments �as opposed to simulations� were car-
ried out on double stranded DNA of four different contour
lengths: 123, 482, 908, and 1660 nm �362, 1417, 2672, and
4882 base pairs, respectively�. The DNA is coupled at one
end to a gold substrate using thiol-thiol binding. At the other
end a gold nanoparticle �diameter of 80 nm� is bound using
biotin-antibiotin binding. The different lengths are all ob-
served in the same environmental conditions �buffer, tem-
perature�. The excursion numbers as defined in Eq. �5� for
the different DNA lengths are all below one �0.88, 0.45, 0.33,
and 0.24 for the different contour lengths, respectively, using
a value of 50 nm for the persistence length�. According to
Segall et al. the motion of the nanoparticle is therefore not
dominated by its proximity to the surface and there is no
effective force stretching the DNA.

1. dsDNA fragment preparation

The dsDNA fragments were synthesized from an unm-
ethylated lambda DNA �Promega, NL� template using Ex-
pand Long Template PCR System �Roche, NL�. dNTPs were
bought from Promega, NL. The following primers �Isogen,
NL� were used for the production of all fragments:
5�-biotin-ATA GGC CAG TCA ACC AGC AGG-3� �for-
ward�, 5�-disulfide-ATA GGT AAA GCG CCA CGC TCC-3�
�reverse�, 5�-disulfide-GGG ATA ATC GGC GTG GCA GAT
AAC-3� �reverse, for 2672 bp fragments only�.
5�-disulfide-GCA GCT TCT GAC CGC AGT TAG CG-3�
�reverse, for 1417 bp fragments only�, 5�-disulfide-TCC
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AAG CTC CGG GTT GAT ATC AAC C-3� �reverse, for 362
bp fragments only�. The PCR product was purified according
to the QIAquick PCR purification kit manual �Qiagen, NL�.

2. TPM sample preparation

All steps in the preparation of the TPM chips were car-
ried out in a humidified surrounding. Gold supports �Ar-
randee, GER� were incubated with 1 mM hexanethiol �Fluka,
NL� diluted in toluene �Sigma, NL� for approximately 60
min and subsequently washed with toluene and isopropanol
for at least 30 min each. This step prevents the nonspecific
binding of DNA to the gold surface. The hexanethiol chips
were divided into four sections, one for each of the different
DNA fragments. Onto each section 0.5 mg/ml biotin in TE
buffer �10 mM tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA; pH 8.0 at 21 °C� was
applied for 15 min and subsequently washed with TE buffer.
The immobilized biotin allowed the production of stationary
beads as the gold nanoparticles are coated with antibiotin
antibodies. For each length, the purified dsDNA was diluted
to a concentration of approximately 10 ng /�l in TE buffer,
applied onto a separate section of the support and incubated
over night at 4 °C. Unbound material was washed away by
thorough rinsing with TE buffer. Gold nanoparticles coated
with antibiotin antibodies �80 nm diameter, British Biocell,
U.K.� in TE buffer were applied onto the chip surface and
incubated for 60 min. Unbound particles were washed off
with TE buffer. The prepared gold slide was kept wet by TE
buffer until usage, then it was placed on the lower part of a
flow chamber, which was subsequently closed by a cover slip
and filled with measurement buffer resembling physiological
conditions �25 mM tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl; pH 7.4�. This
allowed observation of the sample over several hours.

3. TPM measurement

The flow chamber was placed on the specimen holder of
an upright microscope �Olympus, NL�. A dark field objective
�UMplan Fl BD 50x 0.80, Olympus� was used to image the
nanoparticles on a frame transfer CCD camera �Hamamatsu
C8800�. In a dark field objective, the illumination and imag-
ing light paths are separated from each other. The sample is
illuminated with a hollow cone of light under an oblique
angle. Only scattered light can re-enter the imaging part of
the objective, therefore objects that scatter light brightly are
imaged against a dark background. Fields of view with sev-
eral moving and stationary nanoparticles �the latter are used
for drift correction� were chosen and 1500–2000 consecutive
frames were captured for each field of view. The exposure
was set to 10 ms/frame to collect enough photons for high
signal-to-noise ratio images without a significant underesti-
mation of the motion due to motion blur.33 A short explana-
tion of the motion blur effect is given in the supplementary
material.34 The sampling distance in the x and y was �x
=�y=160 nm. The image of an 80 nm gold nanoparticle is
given by the point-spread function �PSF� of the microscope,
which can be approximated by a Gaussian.35 Figure 3 shows
a typical image of a gold nanoparticle attached to DNA, the

peak signal to noise ratio of which is 33 dB.43 The measured
image of the nanoparticle is larger than the theoretical PSF
due to imaging through 500 �m of buffer.

4. Analysis

The position distribution of the tethered nanoparticles
was obtained by analyzing the image series. They were ana-
lyzed using in-house software based on the MATLAB toolbox
DIPimage �Scientific Image processing toolbox, www.dipli-
b.org, Delft University of Technology, Delft, NL�. The user
manually selects the stationary and moving nanoparticles in
the first frame of the image sequence via a graphical user
interface. The remaining procedure is fully automated. The
positions of all selected nanoparticles are tracked with sub-
pixel precision using a maximum likelihood estimation of
the position of the Gaussian image profile. Based on the
relative averaged motion of the nanoparticles marked as sta-
tionary, the global drift is computed and subtracted from the
motion of the moving nanoparticles. No rotation of the
sample plane during the experiments has been found. Care
has to be taken to only include correctly �singly� tethered
particles in the subsequent analysis steps. Multiply tethered
particles are identified by asymmetry of the position
distribution.19,23 For this reason we visually inspected 2D
histograms �see, e.g., Fig. 7�a�� of the positions of the mov-
ing nanoparticles to verify an isotropic distribution. Blum-
berg et al.19 and Pouget et al.23 discarded any position dis-
tribution with an anisotropy above 20% and 10%,
respectively. Visual inspection shows that an anisotropy of
10% is already clearly visible by eye, therefore we can safely
assume that we kept only singly tethered particles.

5. Localization precision

The localization precision of our method was exten-
sively tested. The theoretical limit to the localization preci-
sion of Gaussian image profiles is ���x2�=	g /�
At, where
	g denotes the size of the Gaussian profile and 
At the num-
ber of photons collected per particle.35 We compared the lo-
calization precision of simulated Gaussian blobs to this limit,
as well as the remaining detected motion of the stationary
particles. Figure 4 shows some results. The localization al-
gorithm has a precision comparable to the theoretical predic-
tion in the absence of �Gaussian� read noise in the camera
�data not shown�. However, the CCD camera has consider-
able read noise �30e− rms�, therefore Gaussian noise was

FIG. 3. The dark field image of a gold nanoparticle �SNR is 33 dB�.
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added to the simulated images resulting in a more realistic
simulation and producing a slightly inferior localization pre-
cision. The detected remaining motion of stationary particles
is larger than the localization precision as predicted by the
simulated images. This indicates the presence of instrument
vibrations or residual motion of the stationary particles. In
our experiments we used an exposure time of 10 ms, which
typically resulted in �0.1–0.2��105 detected photons per
bead per image. In that case the standard deviation of the
x-position of the stationary particles was only on the order of
30 nm. This represents a minor influence on the obtained
position distribution for the moving particles. Increasing the
exposure time would result in a slightly better precision �25
nm�, but would lead to a much larger underestimation of the
distribution due to motion blur averaging of the
positions.33,34

6. Persistence length

Our method for determining the persistence length of the
dsDNA makes use of statistically comparing the measured
position distribution to the simulated ones. The simulations
were carried out with different persistence lengths ranging
from 10 to 90 nm. The statistical test we use is the nonpara-
metric two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov �KS� test.36 This
test compares the cumulative distribution functions �CDFs�
of the two distributions �Fn1

and Fn2
�. The test statistic D is

the maximum vertical distance between the two CDFs:

D = max
x

�Fn1
− Fn2

� . �9�

The probability of finding a certain D with sample size N is
seen here as the statistical agreement between the measure-
ment and simulation. A large value of D, taking into account
sample size, leads to a low probability that the measurement

of the stochastic process and the simulation of the process
are in agreement. The persistence length of the dsDNA is
determined by looking for the simulation with which the
measured distribution has the highest statistical agreement.
The persistence length used in that simulation is the mea-
sured persistence length.

IV. RESULTS

A. Monte Carlo simulations

In Fig. 5 the results are shown for simulations of dsDNA
molecules with a contour length of 4882 bp ��1660 nm�,
persistence length of 50 nm, and �where applicable� particle
radius of 40 nm. In this case the excursion number is NR

=0.24. The resulting position distributions for the three dif-
ferent cases �free molecules, molecules attached to a sub-
strate and molecules in TPM experiments� are shown. The
histogram in Fig. 5�a� represents the distribution of the end-
to-end distance of simulated free molecules. Figures 5�b� and
5�c� show the distribution of the projected radius �R�

=�x2+y2� of the end point of the DNA and of the center of
the attached nanoparticle, respectively. We fitted the distribu-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The distribution of the �projected position� of the end
point of the dsDNA �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�� or the center of the nanoparticle
�Fig. 5�c�� for simulated dsDNA configurations. Parameters: L=1660 nm,
P=50 nm, Rp=40 nm.
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tions with Gaussian distributions �solid lines� since for long
molecules �L� P� the DNA should have a Gaussian position
distribution according to both the FJC and WLC models
�central limit theorem�. The Gaussian distribution of the ra-
dius r in 2D and 3D is given in equation �10�:37

Pr�r,	,2D� =
r

	2e−r2/2	2
, for r � 0,

�10�

Pr�r,	,3D� =
1

	
� 2

�

r2

	2e−r2/2	2
, for r � 0.

The fits show that our simulated distributions follow Gauss-
ian distributions. If the particle-substrate interactions would
have caused a significant volume exclusion effect, the distri-
butions would not be Gaussian. This implies that the volume
exclusion effect is negligible in our case, as predicted by the
small excursion number.

In Fig. 6 an overview of the central moments of the
different simulations is given. The mean square radius is
plotted as a function of the persistence length used in the
simulations. In Fig. 6�a� we show the �3D� mean square end-
to-end radius of free molecules and molecules attached to a
substrate as well as the mean square radius of the position of

the particle attached to molecules in TPM experiments. The
DNA length used here is 4882 bp ��1660 nm�. Each data
point represents the mean square radius of 105 conforma-
tions. The variation between 20 simulations of 5000 confor-
mations each is less than 1.5% for each data point, therefore
no error bars are presented.

As can be seen in this figure, attaching the molecules to
a substrate causes a scaling of the mean square radius com-
pared to free molecules. This scaling is caused by an almost
doubling �1.7 times� of the mean square height of the free
end of molecules attached to a substrate compared to free
molecules. For a freely jointed chain, DiMarzio38 derived
theoretically that the mean square height doubles when the
chain is confined to a half-space. The fact that we find a
factor of 1.7 might be due to the differences between the
WLC model and the FJC model.

Attaching a nanoparticle to the free end of the molecules
results in an additional offset of the mean square radius. The
offset represents interactions of the nanoparticle with the
DNA and the substrate, however the influence is much less
pronounced than the model proposed by Segall et al. �Eq.
�6�� which is based on the scaling of the central moments
with a dimensionless excursion number. Our simulations do
not show the same scaling behavior as Segall et al. predict.
In their article, however, they show that the model complies
well with their own Monte Carlo simulations. These different
behaviors can be explained by the fact that our nanoparticles
are of a size that is on the order of the persistence length
�diameter of 80 nm�. Effectively, the DNA molecule will not
“feel” an extra segment that is on the same length scale as its
own stiffness. We conclude that the scaling model proposed
by Segall et al. does not hold in the limit of small particle
sizes.39

In Fig. 6�b� the mean square radius of the
�x ,y�-projection ��R�

2 �� is plotted against the persistence
length. In this figure we see that the differences between the
WLC model �without taking into account the substrate and
nanoparticle�, the model proposed by Segall et al. and our
simulations hardly differ within the measurement uncertainty
if only the projected radius �2D� is used.

B. TPM experiments

Figure 7 shows some of the results for a nanoparticle
tethered using a 4882 bp long dsDNA molecule. A 2D histo-
gram of the positions of that nanoparticle is shown in Fig.
7�a�. In Fig. 7�b� a histogram of the projected �radial� posi-
tion is shown. The line represents a fit of a 2D Gaussian
distribution to our data. The goodness of the fit denotes that
our experiments too are not restricted by nanoparticle-
substrate interactions. In Fig. 8 the results for the two-sample
KS tests with the simulations with different persistence
lengths is shown. The measured persistence length here is 50
nm with an error �full width at half maximum �FWHM� of
the probability peak� of 2.0 nm.

In total 45 nanoparticles showing an isotropic position
distribution were found for the four dsDNA lengths �6 for
123 nm, 18 for 482 nm, 12 for 908 nm, and 9 for 1660 nm�.
The mean error in the determination of the persistence length
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Central moments of WLCs. �a� shows the mean
square radius of 105 simulated free molecules, molecules attached to a sub-
strate and molecules in TPM experiments �dsDNA length: 4882 bp or 1660
nm, radius of the nanoparticle: 40 nm�. The variation on each data point is
less than 1.5%, therefore no error bars are plotted. The dashed line is the
model proposed by Segall et al. In �b� the simulations of molecules in TPM
experiments are compared to the WLC model and Segall et al. using only
the projected position. The differences between the models and simulation
are much less pronounced in that case.
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for a single molecule was 2 nm. In Fig. 9 the results of the 45
molecules are combined. In Fig. 9�a� the full distribution of
the measured persistence lengths is shown in a histogram.
The persistence lengths we found had a mean value of
34.8 nm �	=18.6 nm� with standard error of 2.8 nm. The
mean persistence length corresponds to what other research-
ers have found under similar salt conditions �high Na+

concentration�.4,40,41 In Fig. 9�b� the distribution of the mean
square radii for the different dsDNA lengths is visualized in

box plots. Overlayed on the box plots are the results of the
simulations and the WLC model and influence of the volume
exclusion, using 35 nm for the persistence length. Both mod-
els and the simulations fit the data very well: differences
between these models and simulation are negligible com-
pared to the measured variation between molecules.

V. DISCUSSION

In TPM experiments, the 2D projection of the position of
the particle that is attached to the tether is imaged. The dis-
tribution of these positions should follow a Gaussian distri-
bution, however, other researchers �e.g., Refs. 22 and 23�
show that their experimental data cannot be described by
such a curve. This can be explained by taking into account
excluded volume effects due to the presence of a large par-
ticle at the end of the DNA. Segall et al. quantified this effect
and defined a dimensionless excursion number to account for
this effect.24 In other TPM experiments �e.g., Refs. 22 and
23�, the bead radius is large compared to the persistence
length and the contour length of the DNA; the excursion
numbers are above one.

In our case the use of dark field microscopy permits
much smaller particle radii, since the scattering of these par-
ticles is quite visible against the dark background. The ex-
cursion number posed by Segall et al. is well below the
critical value of one and the volume exclusion effect is there-
fore negligible. This is confirmed by the fact that a fit of a 2D
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Results for a gold nanoparticle �r=40 nm� tethered
to the surface using a 4882 bp dsDNA molecule. �a� shows a 2D histogram
of the positions of the nanoparticle during 2000 frames, while �b� shows the
distribution of the projected radius of the particle positions. It can be fitted
well by a Rayleigh distribution.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Results of the DNA experiments. �a� Distribution of
the measured persistence length of 45 dsDNA molecules. �b� Mean square
projected position as a function of DNA length, experiments �in box plots�
compared to the simulations and theoretical models.
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Gaussian distribution to simulated �Fig. 5�c�� and experimen-
tal �Fig. 7�b�� data shows good agreement. This means that in
our case there is no effective stretching force acting on the
DNA and the DNA is in an unaltered state.

The excursion number was also used to predict a scaling
of the central moments of the position distribution of freely
jointed chains due to the volume exclusion effects. We have
shown with our simulations that the behavior for WLCs dif-
fers from that model. If the tethered particle is small enough
�Rp� P�, that scaling behavior does not even hold. However,
this has not been verified experimentally, since the simula-
tions and models do not differ more than the variation be-
tween single-molecule experiments if only the projected ra-
dius is collected �see Figs. 6�b� and 9�b��. If height
information of the nanoparticle is also taken into account, the
differences between the models and simulation are larger
�see Fig. 10�.

Our measurements of the persistence length resulted in a
mean value of 35 nm which is below the 50 nm value gen-
erally found in literature. However, over the years many re-
searchers have determined the persistence length at different
salt concentrations and temperatures resulting in values rang-
ing between 30 and 80 nm.40 Notably, methods wherein the
rotational relaxation time of the DNA is measured even gen-
erate different values depending on the model that is used to
calculate the persistence length from the experimental
results.42 The general consensus is that at low salt concentra-
tions, the self-interaction of the negatively charged DNA
backbone results in a higher apparent persistence length. At
higher salt concentrations this negative charge is screened by
the positive ions in the buffer. Our measurements were done
in a buffer with a relatively high salt concentration of 100
mM and compare well to other results in this concentration
range.4,40,41

The large spread in the persistence lengths we measure
resides in the fact that we have taken 45 individual, indepen-
dent measurements: one for each molecule. Single-molecule
measurements by AFM or EM, where the angle distribution
or the end-to-end distance of the contour is used, are often
analyzed by a sliding window approach over individual mol-
ecules, yielding a narrower persistence length distribution

due to correlated evaluation. Furthermore, although it is
common practice in TPM to discard any particle that exhibits
significantly larger or smaller motion than is expected,19 we
have taken into account all particles showing an isotropic
position distribution to avoid biasing our measurements.

In contrast to other single-molecule methods such as
AFM and EM where the environmental conditions are fixed,
our method offers the possibility of measuring the influence
of changing the temperature and buffer on the persistence
length directly. Furthermore, it is possible to study the effect
of interactions of the DNA tether with other molecules as for
example proteins.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a method for sensitively determining
the persistence length of DNA. By determining the motion of
a gold nanoparticle tethered to a substrate using a DNA mol-
ecule and comparing the obtained position distribution to
simulations we are able to estimate the persistence length of
single molecules with a precision of 2 nm. The obtained
projected position distributions have a Gaussian character, as
expected from long polymers with negligible volume
exclusion.

The measured persistence length of 45 single molecules
with four different lengths in the same environmental condi-
tions had a mean value of 35 nm �standard deviation of
18.6 nm� with standard error of the mean 2.8 nm. This com-
plies with other results under the same salt conditions. Our
method can also be used to directly measure the effect of
environmental conditions on the persistence length, without
additional external influences.
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